Research Programs

Research programs, centers and laboratories

- Aging, Metabolism, and Emotions Center
- Alliance Health Project
- Bishop Lab
- Bonding and Attunement in Neuropsychiatric Disorders (BAND) Lab
- Brain Imaging and EEG Laboratory
- brainLENS (Hoeft Lab)
- Brighten Center
- Cheyette Laboratory
- Center for Neurobiology and Psychiatry
- Center for Obesity, Assessment, Study and Treatment (COAST)
- Child Trauma Research Program
- Cognition & Addiction Laboratory (CAL)
- CRANiUM Study
- Dementia Epidemiology Research Group
- Depression Center
- Digital Research and Interventions for Volitional Enhancement (DRIVE) Lab
- Eating Disorders Center
- Emotion, Health, and Psychophysiology Laboratory
- Gazzaley Lab
- Health Services Disparities Research Program
- HIV/AIDS Research Program
- Kheirbek Lab
- KimLeventhal Lab
- Latino Mental Health Research Program
- LifeSPAN Lab
- NIDA National Drug Abuse Treatment Clinical Trials Network (CA-AZ Node)
- Prodrome Assessment Research and Treatment Program (PART)
- Program for Research on Neurodevelopmental and Translational Outcomes (PRONTO)
- Program of Research on Mental Health Integration Among Underserved and Minority Populations (PReMIUM)
- Psychoneuroendocrinology Lab at UCSF
- Psychosocial Medicine Research Program
- Research on Addiction and Digital Interventions (READI) Lab
- Research on Expecting Moms and Sleep Therapy (REST) Study
- Rubenstein Lab
- San Francisco Treatment Research Center
- Sanders Lab
- Service, Training, Advocacy & Research (STAR) Center for Autism and Neurodevelopmental Disorders
• Sohal Lab
• State Lab
• Stress Measurement Network
• Substance Abuse Research Program
• Sugar, Stress, Environment, and Weight Center (SSEW)
• Trauma and Health Research on Immunity, Vitality and Emotions (THRIVE) Lab
• Voglmaier Lab
• Weiss Lab
• Yaffe Lab
• von Zastrow Lab

Related UCSF programs

• Center for Health and Community
• Center for Integrative Neuroscience
• Clinical & Translational Science Institute
• Dyslexia Center
• Ernest Gallo Clinic and Research Center
• Global Health Sciences
• Herbert W. Boyer Program in Biological Sciences (PIBS)
• Institute for Human Genetics
• Institute for Neurodegenerative Diseases
• Neuroscience Graduate Program
• Northern California Institute for Research and Education (NCIRE)
• Osher Center for Integrative Medicine
• W.M. Keck Foundation Center for Integrative Neuroscience
• Wheeler Center for the Neurobiology of Addiction
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